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PRESS RELEASE 

HYBRID EVENT VIETNAM WIND POWER 2021 ANNOUNCES A CHANGE OF VENUE 

TO THE INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION CENTER (ICC), HANOI 

 The fourth edition of Vietnam Wind Power 2021 taking place on 1-2 December 2021 has 

announced a change of venue to the International Convention Center (ICC), 35 Hung 

Vuong, Ba Dinh District, Hanoi.  

 Organised by the Global Wind Energy Council (GWEC) in partnership with Informa Markets, 

the event will be held in hybrid format that combines both physical and digital participation 

experiences. 

 The event is held alongside the Vietnam Technology & Energy Forum organised by the State 

Agency for Technology Innovation (SATI). 

 Bringing together the most knowledgeable minds in the wind energy industry, the event is 

poised to be a gateway to engage and influence discussions to accelerate onshore and 

offshore wind in one of the leading countries in Southeast Asia. 

Ho Chi Minh City, November 25, 2021 – Organised by the Global Wind Energy Council (GWEC) in 

partnership with Informa Markets, with the support of the Danish Embassy Hanoi, GIZ, Germany, 

the Norwegian Embassy, Innovation Norway, and the British Embassy, Vietnam Wind Power 2021 

has announced a change of venue to the International Convention Center (ICC), 35 Hung Vuong, 

Ba Dinh District, Hanoi. The event is taking place on 1-2 December 2021 alongside the Vietnam 

Technology & Energy Forum organised by the State Agency for Technology Innovation (SATI). 

The 4th edition of Vietnam Wind Power 2021 is a timely event in light of Vietnam's orientations 

and policies to promote clean energy development and reduce emissions, especially after 

Vietnam’s signing of the Global Coal to Clean Power Transition Statement at the 26th United 

Nations Climate Change Conference of the Parties (COP26) in Glasgow. The event will shed light 

on the wind energy transition propelled by the spectacular progress of renewable energy in 

Vietnam, how wind power plays a bigger role in Vietnam’s future energy mix, as well as the big 

picture of offshore wind being successfully deployed globally and in Asia.  

During the event, a collection of industry leaders, government representatives, and global 

stakeholders shall also discuss both business opportunities and challenges of the inevitable 

transition from fossil fuels into clean energy, and future paths to accelerate renewable-centric 

unique opportunities for economic growth and prosperity. The list of high-profile speakers 

includes, but is not limited to:  representatives from Ministry of Science and Technology (MOST), 

Nguyen Phuong Mai, Deputy General Director of Electricity and Renewable Energy Authority 
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(EREA), Ben Backwell, CEO of Global Wind Energy Council (GWEC), Kim Højlund Christensen, Erik 

Kjaer, Chief Advisor, Centre for Global Cooperation, Danish Energy Agency, Jon Dugstad, Director 

Wind and Solar, Norwegian Energy Partners (NORWEP), Bui Van Thinh, CEO of Thuan Binh Wind, 

Shah Sujay, Managing Director at Standard Chartered Bank. 

For the first time, the Vietnam Wind Power industry event will be held in a hybrid format, 

combining an in-person conference experience with a virtual component. Delegates can attend 

either in person or virtually from anywhere in the world, via the Digital Connect platform. Digital 

Connect is a newly-launched product of Informa Markets to provide the best quality B2B online 

networking platform to help businesses grow and reach international and local partners. Through 

a powerful virtual platform, remote delegates will be able to access all event highlights, including 

industry-leading keynote presentations and panel discussions, connect with speakers and other 

attendees online via chat, video call, virtual one-on-one meetings, and discussion groups. 

To ensure a safe and enjoyable conference experience, delegates attending the physical event are 

encouraged to prepare for the Covid-19 test by RT-PCR within 72 hours before entering the hall. 

For virtual participation, delegates need to access the Informa Markets’ Digital Connect and create 

a password to log in. For all inquiries about the event, please contact the Organisers. 

### 

 Media Contact: 

Celine Dong (Phương Thảo) 

E: celine.dong@informa.com   

T: +84 28 3622 2588 (Ext. 183) 

HP: +84 966723942 

  

About Global Wind Energy Vietnam (GWEC) 

GWEC is a member-based organisation that represents the entire wind energy sector. The 

members of GWEC represent over 1,500 companies, organisations and institutions in more than 

80 countries, including manufacturers, developers, component suppliers, research institutes, 

national wind and renewables associations, electricity providers, finance and insurance 

companies. 

For more information, please visit https://gwec.net/  
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About Informa Markets (Vietnam) 

Informa Markets in Vietnam focuses on core development sectors, including Agriculture, Energy, 

Food & Drink, Infrastructure, Lifestyle, Manufacturing, and Processing & Packaging. Our brands 

include established events such as Electric & Power Vietnam, Food & Hotel Vietnam (FHV), Machine 

Tool Automation Vietnam (MTA), ProPak Vietnam, Renewable Energy Vietnam, VietBeauty & 

Cosmobeaute, VietWater and VietStock. Informa Markets in Vietnam is responsible for connecting 

thousands of participating companies, with more than 50,000 trade visitors each year. 

For more information, please visit https://www.informamarkets.com    

 

About Vietnam Wind Power 2021 

Be a pioneer in driving Vietnam’s energy transition and join us at the official industry event for the 

sector Vietnam Wind Power 2021 from 1-2 December 2021 in Hanoi. Organised by the Global Wind 

Energy Council (GWEC) and Informa Markets in partnership with GIZ, the Danish Embassy Hanoi, 

Innovation Norway and the Norwegian Embassy, this event is your chance to engage and influence 

discussions to accelerate onshore and offshore wind in one of the leading countries in South East 

Asia. 

For more information, please visit: https://vietnam-windpower.com  

https://www.informamarkets.com/
https://vietnam-windpower.com/

